
  

Hot DOLL
The iconic doll finally got a makeover! With the launch of three 

new body types — curvy, petite and tall — girls can see versions 

of themselves in the latest Barbies. As Pretty Little Liars actress 

Tammin Sursok told Star, “This is a massive moment in Barbie 

history. It’s important to instill a healthy body image for the 

youth of today. Now we have a range of dolls which represents 

us in all our diversity and uniqueness.” 

By adding these three 

figures to the 

collection 

of 23 Barbie 

Fashionista 

Dolls (featuring 

different skin, 

hair and eye 

colors), it’s no 

lie that you’ll 

find a doll to suit 

your kid’s shape. From $10, 

barbie.com

Hot HOME
We’re going gaga over this adorable 

nursery collection! Celeb stylists turned 

designers Emily Current and Merrit 

Elliott launched the Emily & Merrit for 

Pottery Barn Kids collection. The 80 pieces 

of furnishings and accessories include 

pillows, bedding and wall décor in chic 

black-and-white stripes or soft neutrals 

and pinks. We wouldn’t blame you for 

wanting to redecorate even your own 

room after checking out the baby-friendly 

pieces. From $8, potterybarnkids.com ★

Hot GLASSES
Gwen Stefani must be up at 4 in the Morning with all she has going on! The singer-

designer-TV personality launched two lines of glasses: gx by Gwen Stefani (shown 

on her, above) and L.A.M.B. Seen here in a pic from the campaign, the singer said, 

“To have the opportunity to design all of my dream glasses is mind-blowing.… 

They’re absolutely incredible.” Both brands include opticals and sunnies in the 

rocker’s standout style, with bold accents and funky shapes. From $150 for Gwen 

Stefani Collection and $195 for L.A.M.B., tura.com for stores

a good cause with 

Generation Kind. The 

line of juniors tees (like 

Alessandra Ambrosio’s 

adult tank) focuses on anti-

bullying, with details about 

its partnering teen crisis 

center on the product and 

packaging to remind kids to 

be strong. With encouraging 

phrases such as Be Someone’s 

Sunshine and Born To Be 

Nice, each top comes with a 

friendship bracelet and hotline 

info for those who need help. 

From $13, target.com
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